
White House pushing global vaccine SUMMIT to “vaccinate the world,” targeting
“everyone, everywhere”

Description

USA: On May 12, the White House is planning to hold its second global Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-
19) “vaccine” summit. On the agenda are plans to “bring solutions to vaccinate the world for everyone,
everywhere.”

As Americans suffer under record inflation and a failing economy, the Biden regime is laser-focused on
exporting Fauci Flu shots to every last corner of the world and forcing them into the arms of all humans.

In an April 18 announcement, the White House said the United States is joining Belize, Germany,
Indonesia, and Senegal in holding its Second Global COVID-19 Summit.

The U.S. will serve as the first COVID Summit Chair while Belize will hold the spot of CARICOM Chair.
Germany will hold the G7 Presidency; Indonesia will hold the G20 Presidency; and Senegal will be the
African Union Chair.

“The Summit will redouble our collective efforts to end the acute phase of the COVID-19 pandemic and
prepare for future health threats,” the statement reads.

White House says magical appearance of Omicron necessitates
further fearmongering and tyranny

Even though COVID has been over for at least a year now, the White House insists that a new threat
has emerged in the form of the Omicron (Moronic) variant, which government data show has been
detected among the “fully vaccinated.”
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Because of this, world governments must convene to develop new strategies of tyranny that can
“mitigate the impact of COVID-19 and protect those at the highest risk with vaccinations, testing, and
treatments.”

The Second Global COVID-19 Summit will also develop actions to “minimize disruption to routine
health services,” including through the use of a “multilateral mechanism” called the “ACT-Accelerator.”

“We know we must prepare now to build, sustain, and finance the global capacity we need, not only for
emerging COVID-19 variants, but also future health crises,” the Biden regime contends.

All countries “and stakeholders,” the memo goes on to explain, need to take “urgent actions” to help
create the systems the deep state is demanding to “build better health security and health systems.”

Note the use of the word “stakeholders,” in this context, which suggests that there are entities directly 
profiting from all of this plandemic ho-ha (which we already know was the case, of course).

Building on the themes and commitments discussed at the first Summit, the Biden regime will
emphasize at the second one the importance of “getting shots into arms” – their words, not ours.

Biden et al. also want to develop new tests and treatments, as well as expand the “health workforce,”
meaning more frontline employees.

There will also be an emphasis on enhancing access to “medical countermeasures, including research
and development and scaling and diversifying local and regional manufacturing.”

And finally, Biden’s puppet-masters are stressing a new “sustainable financing” scheme that sounds a
whole lot like a new one-world digital currency. To help disguise it, they are calling its uses as
“pandemic preparedness, health security, and health systems.”

The Biden regime sure is showing its cards these days, but one wonders: is anyone on the left even
noticing? Despite his faults, things sure were better under Donald Trump, though he admittedly is the
one who made the jabs happen.

“Compliance always leads to more tyranny,” wrote someone at The Gateway Pundit (TGP) about the
situation. “If people haven’t woken up by now, they never will. Hard times are coming.”

“Everyone who has taken the poison jab should have ‘GMO’ stamped on their forehead,” joked
another. “No strange gene modifier shots for me.”

Many others stressed the fact that they did not comply with the last round of tyranny, and certainly will
not be complying with another one, should it get unleashed.
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